The Advanced Compton Telescope (ACT), the next major step in gamma-ray astronomy, will probe the fires where chemical elements are formed by enabling high-resolution spectroscopy of nuclear emission from supernova explosions. During the past two years, our collaboration has been undertaking a NASA mission concept study for ACT. This study was designed to (1) transform the key scientific objectives into specific instrument requirements, (2) to identify the most promising technologies to meet those requirements, and (3) to design a viable mission concept for this instrument. We present the results of this study, including scientific goals and expected performance, mission design, and technology recommendations.
INTRODUCTION
Since the gravitational collapse of matter into stars and galaxies a few hundred thousand years after the Big Bang, much of the visible matter in the Universe has been through the slow but spectacular lifecycle of matter: stellar formation and evolution ending in novae or supernovae, with the ejection of heavy nuclei back into the galaxy to seed a new generation of stars. The unstable balance between gravitational and nuclear forces produces a cycle in which the death of stars leads to the birth of others, maintaining a rich, dynamic story of life, death, and rebirth on the galactic stages of our Universe. providing otherwise unattainable information on the dynamics of SN nuclear burning. Supernovae, novae, and stellar winds populate our Galaxy with fresh nuclei. ACT will measure the radioactive gamma-ray and positron emitters among them across the entire Milky Way, mapping our galaxy in a broad range of nuclear line emissions ( Fig. 1 ) from radioactive decays ( 22 Na, 26 Al, 44 Ti, 60 Fe), nuclear de-excitations ( 12 C, 16 O, 56 Fe) and e + e -annihilations. Fig. 1 . The ACT target sensitivity at the start of this study, which was driven by the study of 3%-broadened 0.847-MeV 56Co emission from SNe Ia. The ACT baseline already comes close to this goal, achieving the sensitivity required to systematically study SN Ia, while also achieving major improvements in all-sky sensitivity to narrow lines, γ-ray emission from compact objects and GRBs, and novel sensitivity to polarization.
As additional objectives (Table 1) , gamma-rays from accretion of matter onto galactic compact objects and massive black holes in AGN will test accretion disk and jet models and probe relativistic plasmas. Gamma-ray polarization will be used to study the emission processes in GRBs, pulsars, AGN, and solar flares-opening a new dimension in diagnostic phase space. The origins of the diffuse cosmic MeV background will be identified.
Previous γ-ray missions began to address this science, but the key to real advancement is a dramatic improvement in sensitivity. The optimal approach for achieving this improvement is an imaging Compton telescope using advanced detector technology. The technology enabling ACT is the development of 3-D position-sensitive detectors with excellent energy resolution. They resolve interaction sites and energies as photons Compton scatter throughout the instrument, providing a powerful new tool for background rejection, Compton imaging, and polarization studies. The excellent position resolution of these detectors facilitates compact Compton telescopes, increasing the detection efficiency by up to two orders of magnitude over COMPTEL on CGRO [38] . The combination of improved efficiency and improved background rejection will yield 50× better sensitivity than any previous or current γ-ray spectrometer or imager. The large FoV achievable with compact designs is also a major improvement, enabling the discovery and monitoring of transient sources, and long exposures of steady-state sources. We restricted this study to instruments designed to attack the SN Ia problem, as opposed to broad MeV scientific objectives. We made this tough choice despite the demonstrated success of multi-instrument missions, e.g., CGRO.
During the course of the ACT concept study, our team participated in two one-week studies at the NASA/Goddard Integrated Design Capability laboratories in order to develop a viable mission concept, and to identify the key technology requirements for the mission. The first study was a one-week run through the Instrument Synthesis & Analysis Laboratory (ISAL) in September 2004. The primary goals of the ISAL study were to develop a more detailed science instrument model, identify its technical requirements (mass, power, telemetry), and identify the key requirements placed on the mission architecture. The second study was a 1-week run through the Integrated Mission Design Center (IMDC) in November 2004, whose primary goal was to take the instrument requirements from the ISAL run and develop an integrated mission architecture package for ACT. The primary finding of our mission design studies is that all of the primary mission architecture requirements are achievable with technologies readily available for launch as early as 2015. The mission and instrument requirements that emerged from this concept study were primarily derived in these ISAL and IMDC runs.
SCIENCE OVERVIEW
The unique and substantial astrophysical information carried by γ-ray photons with energies near one MeV has long been clear. Nuclear γ-ray line transition energies are practically unique, identifying individual isotopes. In the case of nuclear levels populated by radioactive decay, we also infer the ages of these isotopes, to within a few half-lives. At the electron rest-mass energy (0.511MeV) the annihilation of electron-positron pairs can be studied in numerous highenergy sources, and the onset of relativistic effects in photon production and interaction processes produces distinctive spectral shapes. Gamma-ray photons are highly penetrating, easily traversing entire galaxies and escaping from supernova ejecta on timescales of weeks. Gamma rays provide probing diagnostics of many astrophysical sources, in some cases the only accessible means of understanding the physics of those sources. The greatest challenge for γ-ray astronomy has always been small photon fluxes and large backgrounds, so instrument sensitivities are paramount.
ACT is driven in its instrumental performance by some of the most pressing astrophysical questions of our age, the observations of distant Type Ia supernovae and their role in the production of the most abundant heavy element, Iron. The understanding of SNe Ia explosion physics is of critical importance for cosmology, astrophysics, and nucleosynthesis, and places the most stringent sensitivity requirements on ACT (Fig. 1) . Therefore, we spent substantial effort studying this requirement. We believe this mission must achieve the Type Ia supernovae objectives, thus the discussion and recommendations that follow are couched in the context of this overarching objective. While most of the other science objectives will follow naturally from the ACT improvements in line and continuum sensitivity (Table 1) , some secondary objectives could potentially suffer from this focus. The formation of stars and planets, and the development of the chemistry of life, can be understood only in the context of the creation and evolution of the elements. The nucleosynthesis products are interesting as signposts of our origins, as well as diagnostics of the poorly understood supernova explosion mechanisms. ACT's direct observations of nucleosynthesis products in diverse environments, including individual new supernovae as well as supernova remnants, will yield deep new insights.
Supernovae have synthesized most of the elements heavier than He and supplied much of the energy input to the interstellar medium. Most of the newly created nuclei are indistinguishable from older nuclei that predate the star or were produced in hydrostatic phases; however, radioactive species among the ejecta serve as definitive tracers of recent nuclear processing. Some nuclei, such as the atomic mass A=56 chain, provide much of the power for the optical displays. The γ-ray lines from the decay of these nuclei reveal the location of the radioactivity within the ejecta through the time-dependence resulting from the unfolding of the attenuating material, and the ejection velocities of various layers from the line Doppler shifts. Spectroscopy and lightcurve measurements of these γ-ray lines allow direct measurement of the underlying explosion physics and dynamics.
SNe Ia, the thermonuclear explosions of degenerate white dwarfs, are profoundly radioactive events. As much as onehalf of the white dwarf mass is fused to 56 Ni (t half = 6.1d). After a short time, it is the decay of this nucleus and its daughter, 56 Co (t half = 77d), which power the entire visible display of the supernova. Most of this power, however, is emitted in the form of γ-ray lines, some of which begin to escape after several days. These γ-rays are the most direct diagnostic of the dominant processes in the nuclear burning and explosion.
Despite extensive study of SNe Ia, and their use in cosmology, major fundamental questions about these explosions remain unanswered. For example, we do not know their progenitor systems [8] . Almost certainly they occur in binary systems, but the nature of the companions, whether normal stars, white dwarfs, or some of each, is unknown. Thermonuclear supernovae are also grand experiments in reactive hydrodynamical flows. We do not understand how the nuclear flame propagates, how it proceeds as fast as it does, or how and when it turns into a shock (or even whether, though there is some evidence that it does) and propagates supersonically [16] . We do not know to what extent instabilities break spherical symmetry, or whether their effects are wiped out by subsequent burning if they do. We do not fully understand the empirical correction to their magnitudes that allows them to be used as standard candles for measuring the geometry of our Universe.
Nuclear γ-ray lines from SNe Ia hold the key to solving these mysteries. ACT has three primary science goals for studying SNe Ia, and these goals are the primary drivers of ACT's instrumental performance requirements (broad-line sensitivity, spectral resolution, FoV).
ACT's goals are aggressive: Co emission, and discrimination between SN explosion scenarios were two of the primary goals of the CGRO mission. However, the two SNe Ia that were observed with CGRO, SNe 1991T and 1998bu, were too distant to conclusively discriminate among dominant explosion scenarios [27, 23, 22, 15] .
Standard Candles: Physics & Evolution
Although many fundamental questions remain about SNe Ia, they are still being used as standard candles to measure cosmological distances with dramatic implications [31, 34] . Though intrinsically variable in their absolute magnitudes, the Phillips relation can be used to correct the measured luminosities, ∆m 15 (B). This empirical relation, deduced from the width in time of their visible light curves, assumes there is a one to one mapping between duration and luminosity [32] . Whether there is truly one physical parameter of the explosion that determines both is not certain. Whether the same relationship should hold exactly to redshifts approaching unity and beyond, when, for example, the metallicity of the systems was lower, is also not clear [14] . Complete confidence in the accuracy of using SNe Ia to measure such distances awaits better understanding of the explosions themselves.
ACT will allow direct correlation for over 100 SNe Ia between the optical properties and the 56 Ni production, which is likely to be the underlying factor in the optical lightcurve variations. For example, Fig. 2 shows a simulated distribution of measured 56 Ni production versus the optical magnitude correction, assuming a linear correlation between the two. ACT is also sensitive to other possible causes of the light curve variation, such as 56 Ni distribution in velocity (through spectroscopy), and total ejecta mass (through light curve monitoring), which can be distinguished from the total 56 Ni mass explanation. Such measurements will allow us to directly probe the underlying physical mechanisms driving the 
Uncovering the Explosion Physics
Although a variety of SN Ia progenitors have been suggested, three dominant scenarios have emerged. (1) A single CO white dwarf accretes mass from a donor star until it (nearly) reaches the Chandrasekhar mass and suffers a thermonuclear runaway. (2) Two smaller CO white dwarfs merge to form a single CO white dwarf of the Chandrasekhar mass surrounded by an envelope, perhaps leading to an off-center thermonuclear runaway. (3) A single, low mass CO white dwarf accretes and burns hydrogen to form a thick helium shell that suffers helium ignition at its base, triggering a thermonuclear runaway in the CO white dwarf (sub-Chandrasekhar). Within the first scenario, it has been suggested that the burning front proceeds entirely sub-sonically as a deflagration, or alternatively, that it later accelerates to produce a detonation in the outer, near-surface layers of the exploding white dwarf (referred to as a delayed detonation).
During the 1990's many SNe Ia were well studied optically, and the dominant explosion scenarios were simulated with radiation transport codes. It is the consensus (although not universally accepted), that the sub-Chandrasekhar mass explosions produce optical spectra that do not well match the observations. Generally, sub-Chandrasekhar mass models appear to be inconsistent with normal SNe Ia, but perhaps are able to explain some fraction of the peculiar events. This stance is perhaps too charitable, as the spectra predicted for these events have never been clearly detected from an observed SN Ia. Recent studies of the optical emission from individual SNe Ia find features that tend to favor delayed detonations over deflagrations (e.g., [35, 5] ).
It has long been recognized that the amount and location of the 56 Ni in supernova explosions could be deduced from γ-ray line observations [9] , and specifically that the differences between the Chandrasekhar mass explosions (that produce more total 56 Ni, but bury it under a significant amount of more slowly expanding material) and sub-Chandrasekhar mass explosions (that burn a large fraction of their total mass to 56 Ni but produce lower total 56 Ni yields than the equivalent CM explosion) could lead to significant differences in the γ-ray line flux light curves and line spectra from SNe Ia.
Moreover, within the Chandrasekhar mass explosion scenarios the near-surface 56 Ni produced in the delayed detonation would also substantially alter the γ-ray properties from a deflagration explosion [18] . There has not been as much effort simulating merger scenarios as there has been in the other explosion scenarios, but indications are that their γ-ray spectra are intermediate between sub-Chandrasekhar mass models and Chandrasekhar mass models.
In this study, we concentrate on deflagration versus delayed detonation flame propagation, and, to a lesser extent, Chandrasekhar-mass versus low-mass models.
The most stringent performance constraint on ACT is set by its goal to definitively discriminate between deflagrations and delayed detonations for a handful of events during the ACT mission. To achieve this, we must discriminate between these two scenarios to 20 Mpc, i.e., roughly the distance within which there is one SN Ia per year. (We adopt that distance for our comparisons.). With peak line fluxes of ~10 -5 cm -2 s -1 for even near SNe Ia (~15 Mpc), which surpasses current detection sensitivities, it is clear that a significant improvement in sensitivity over previous and current missions is required (Fig. 1) . We select three models for this investigation: a Chandrasekhar mass deflagration (W7 [28] ), a delayed detonation (DD202C [18] ), and a sub-Chandrasekhar mass explosion (HED8 [17] ). We use the subChandrasekhar mass HED8 in our study rather than the more commonly referenced HED6, because of the larger 56 Ni production in HED8. By doing this, we compare three models that are more likely to represent normally-luminous SNe Ia.
Our requirement is that we distinguish the deflagration model from the delayed detonation model, even if the distance (and therefore absolute line luminosity) is unknown. Clearly, the combined information from optical and γ-ray studies will be utilized, but we set the goal: ACT must be able to detect the differences in the line profiles and/or light curve shapes alone. This is a difficult problem we have set in front of ACT: DD202C and W7 have similar γ-ray properties.
For the two models we calculate the spectra versus time, do a least squares normalization of the two sets, subtract them, and determine whether we can detect the difference for a given instrument spectral resolution, sensitivity, and observing strategy. Note that these lines are Doppler broadened to 3-5%, so that broad line sensitivity is (for this objective) the relevant instrumental requirement.
For distinguishing explosion models it is not adequate to set a single sensitivity requirement: instruments with higher spectral resolution can distinguish explosion models better than instruments with poorer spectral resolution, given the same sensitivity. Therefore, we developed curves that show our ability to distinguish explosion models as a function of both the instrumental spectral resolution and broad-line sensitivity. The differences between the models manifest themselves in two primary ways in the γ-ray data: lightcurves of the emission lines, and the Doppler-broadened profiles of the lines. Therefore, both sensitivity and spectral resolution are required to distinguish the models. These requirements are discussed further in Section G, but typical requirements to clearly distinguish these two models (5σ) at 20 Mpc are: (1) a 3%-broadened line sensitivity at 847 keV below 1×10 -6 cm -2 s -1 (3σ in 10 6 seconds), and (2) a corresponding spectral resolution better than 1%. The poorer the spectral resolution for an instrument, the stricter is the sensitivity requirement to distinguish these models.
SNe Ia Rates-Local
ACT will detect a large number of SNe Ia, but it will be the closest few that will most illuminate thermonuclear supernova physics. It is difficult to extrapolate the rates on larger scales to the very local, nonuniform universe, but actual SN Ia discoveries suggest that the rate within 20 Mpc distance is adequate for our goals. Simply taking confirmed SNe Ia in the past ten years, and taking distances of their host galaxies from Tully's (1988) Nearby Galaxies Catalog, gives the cumulative distribution of SNe Ia vs. distance. This sample still suffers from incompleteness (even the brightest SN display a zone of avoidance along the galactic plane), but at least one SN Ia per year closer than 20 Mpc is assured.
ACT will survey the entire sky continuously, uniformly detecting SNe Ia to distances well beyond the Virgo cluster. Its wide FoV and all-sky survey strategy will discover over a hundred supernovae over its 5-year survey, and provide an unbiased, direct determination of the SN Ia rate in this volume-an independent check of SN Ia rates based on optical studies. In many cases ACT will discover relatively nearby SNe Ia before ground-based searches, including some that would be otherwise missed completely. Scanning much of the sky frequently and sensitive to nearby SNe 10-12 days pre-maximum, ACT will detect these events with high efficiency.
SNe Ia Rate-Cosmic Gamma-Ray Background
As noted originally by Clayton and Silk [10] , it should be possible to measure the diffuse cosmic background of MeV γ-rays from the integrated SNe Ia in the universe, in addition to individual nearby SNe Ia. The accumulated and redshifted γ-ray line spectra form a continuum, with its normalization and spectral features probing the rate and redshift evolution of the contributing SN Ia. While both COMPTEL and SMM measured a γ-ray continuum in the MeV region [44, 43] , it was unclear if it could be associated with the expected SN Ia signal [42, 36] . The normalization of the SN Ia prediction was quite uncertain, and the data were not precise enough to conclusively test for the expected spectral features.
The SN Ia contribution to the MeV cosmic γ-ray background depends on three basic ingredients: (i) the cosmic star formation rate history, (ii) the progenitor models of SNe Ia, which determine the efficiency and time delay with which newly formed stars produce SN Ia, and (iii) the γ-ray emission per SN Ia. Recent improvements in the measurements of the star formation rate and cosmological parameters have helped constrain (i). Assuming ~0.6 M sol of 56 Fe per SN Ia, and the limited SN Ia rate data available now, the SN Ia contribution to the cosmic γ-ray background falls short of the measured data [40, 1] .
This means that there is presently no accepted explanation for the origin of the MeV cosmic γ-ray background. Speculative extrapolations of the backgrounds from active galaxies may account for some of the data. As discussed in Ref. [40] , the MeV region is of special importance for constraining models of exotic physics, e.g., dark matter decay or annihilation. In order to make further progress on resolving this mystery, better characterization of the rates and emission from SNe Ia and active galaxies are needed-ACT will provide this information.
The other essential item that ACT will provide is a new and precise measurement of the MeV cosmic γ-ray background. The science requirements focus attention on the importance of very good energy resolution (to test for possible spectral features) and control of detector backgrounds (to allow the full-sky diffuse measurement). In addition, good angular resolution (~1°) would enable angular correlations of the data with themselves and other tracers of cosmic structure, much as has been done for the cosmic microwave background data. As shown in Ref. [46] , cosmic γ-ray background from sources that follow the observed clustering of galaxies should produce detectable angular correlation signals; in contrast, the signals expected in some exotic physics models will be purely isotropic. With very good energy and angular resolution, it may be possible to isolate the SN Ia contribution, even if it is small, which would provide an important test of the predictions of SN Ia progenitor and explosion models.
BASELINE SCIENCE INSTRUMENT
While we investigated in detail a number of different instrument concepts for ACT during this study, there are several design parameters that are nearly universal. The optimal ACT design consists of at least 2m 2 arrays of position-sensitive spectroscopy detectors in order to achieve effective areas of ~1000 cm 2 . The depth of the sensitive volume for stopping MeV gamma-rays must be 35-50 g/cm 2 , with a weak dependence on the detector materials. Detectors must be reliable, uniform, and radiation hard. All designs require a surrounding charged-particle anticoincidence detector (ACD), composed of thin scintillator plastic, surrounding the detector array to veto cosmic-ray and trapped particle backgrounds. In addition, we have determined that in LEO, the dominant background component for all designs studied is Earth albedo gamma-rays. A massive bismuth germanate (BGO) scintillator shield beneath the detector array in the baseline model helps suppress this background. Early in the study we selected a "baseline" instrument for the ISAL run that was designed both to be a promising option scientifically, and to encompass a variety of the challenges an ACT instrument might pose. This baseline was subsequently optimized for overall sensitivity, staying within the mission envelope (mass, power size) established in the ISAL run. This optimized baseline concept consists of a hybrid Si-Ge array, consisting of a 27-layer "D1" array of 2-mm thick silicon (low Z) detectors, situated immediately above a 4-layer "D2" array of 16-mm thick germanium (high Z) detectors (Fig. 3) . Scientifically, this hybrid design represented a promising choice because it combines the higher intrinsic angular resolution achievable by having a first scatter in the low-Z silicon (less Doppler broadening) with the better stopping power of the high-Z germanium for higher efficiency. Both of these technologies assumed the excellent spatial resolution (<1 mm 3 ) and excellent spectral performance (~0.2% at 1 MeV) that has been achieved in the laboratory. Neither detector array assumed any electron-tracking or fast-timing capabilities. This hybrid design seemed especially appropriate for the ISAL run because it combined the technical challenges of cooling a large array of Ge detectors to 80 K with that of powering a large number of readout channels with moderate cooling for the Si detectors (~250,000 channels, -30º C). The instrument's bottom and sides are surrounded by a 4-cm thick BGO shield.
The ultimate incarnation of ACT will be the result of detailed scientific and technology trades that we have only begun in this concept study. Toward this end, however, we have studied competing technologies that could either augment or supplant those chosen for the baseline design. These include thin Si [29, 19] , liquid Xe (LXe) [2] [3] [4] , CdZnTe [37, 25, 30] , LaBr scintillator [39] , and gaseous Xe (GXe) detectors [6, 12, 13] . Each of these detectors possesses capabilities that could potentially improve the performance over the baseline instrument-in terms of electron tracking (thin Si, GXe), fast timing (LXe, LaBr, GXe), or room-temperature operation (CdZnTe, LaBr). However, these benefits currently come with a performance hit in other areas including efficiency (thin Si, GXe), spectral resolution (LXe, GXe, CdZnTe, LaBr), and overall power (thin Si, GXe). None of these detector enhancements improved the SNe Ia sensitivity over the ACT baseline (some degraded sensitivity considerably). With the caveat of the limited resources available for this study, and the limited time for optimizing the individual designs, it is still clear that the baseline Si-Ge geometry remains a promising design to pursue for ACT, and most of the alternate designs will have to strive to reach its performance. In addition, we studied two additional instruments composed of all Ge detectors and all thick Si detectors similar to those used in the baseline. The all-Ge instrument is the only design with comparable sensitivity to the Si-Ge baseline. Below, we describe this optimized Si-Ge baseline instrument and subsystems, and discuss its performance. Fig. 4 . Detector technologies assumed for the ACT baseline instrument. Left: 2-mm thick Si cross-strip detector [21, 33] , Right: 16-mm thick Ge cross-strip detectors [7, 11, 20] . D1 Silicon Detector Array. The low-Z "scattering" array, D1, consists of 27 layers of 2-mm thick double-sided Si crossstrip detectors (Fig. 4) . Each layer has 144 detectors, corresponding to 3888 detectors total. Each detector is 10×10 cm 2 in area, instrumented with 64×64 strips (1.5-mm pitch) and equipped with a 2-mm wide guard ring around the edges. Within one layer, 2×2 of these individual detectors' strips are connected for a "daisy-chained" readout with 248,832 channels, designed to reduce power consumption and passive material. We assumed a 0.5% failure rate of these individual electronics channels in our simulation of instrument performance. The Si layers are spaced 10 mm apart. Each Si detector is assumed to have ~0.2% energy resolution at 1 MeV, comparable to currently measured laboratory performance [21, 33] . The Si detectors must be cooled to -30º C in order to achieve their optimal spectral performance. It was determined in the ISAL run that mechanical cooling was the most efficient method for cooling this array (as opposed to passive cooling), and this approach was adopted for the IMDC run. The total active Si mass is 291 kg, with a thickness of 13 g/cm 2 .
D2 Germanium Detector Array. The high-Z "absorbing" array, D2, consists of four layers of 16-mm thick Ge cross-strip detectors (Fig. 4) . Each layer has 144 detectors, corresponding to 576 detectors total. Each detector is 9.2×9.2 cm 2 in area, instrumented with 90×90 strips (1.0-mm pitch) and equipped with a 1-mm wide guard ring around the edges. The guard ring is instrumented to provide veto signals. Each strip is read out individually, for a total of 103,680 channels. We assumed 0.5% failure rate of these individual electronics channels in our simulation of instrument performance. The Ge layers are spaced 25 mm apart, center-to-center. Each Ge detector is assumed to have ~0.2% energy resolution at 1 MeV, and 0.4 mm depth resolution-comparable to currently measured laboratory performance [7, 11, 20] . The Ge detectors must be cooled to 80K in order to achieve their optimal spectral performance. It was determined in the ISAL run that a Turbo-Brayton cryocooler would be the most efficient method for cooling this array, which was the assumed method for the IMDC run. The total active Ge mass is 415 kg, with a thickness of 34 g/cm 2 . Readout Electronics. ACT will require the design and development of low-power application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) to read out the hundreds of thousands of channels in the instrument. These ASICs must have low power, large dynamic range, low-noise to achieve the required energy resolution associated with these semiconductor detectors, and ~10 ns time resolution to provide the depth resolution within the Ge detectors. The ISAL assumed 1 mW/chn power consumption for these ASICs, based on optimistic progress in performance and power. Development of low-power ASICs was identified as one of the primary technology development priorities for ACT.
Given the large volume detectors, and high event rates, of ACT, a coincidence time resolution of 150 ns or better is required for discriminating Compton scatter events from chance coincidences. This coincidence resolution will keep random coincidences from dominating the telemetry stream, while even further discrimination based on Compton kinematics can be performed to reject remaining random coincidences through ground-based processing Cryogenics. The ACT baseline instrument requires two separate cryogenic systems for the two detector arrays: a system that goes to 80K for the Ge (D2) detectors, and a system at -30º C for the Si (D1) detectors. Both the ISAL and the IMDC teams recommended that these be separate cryogenic systems given the very different cooling requirements of the two detector types.
For the Ge detector array at 80K, assuming an internal power dissipation of 1 mW/chn within the cryostat at an intermediate temperature of 125 K, the heat lift requirements for the entire array are 61 W. The ISAL team identified the Turbo Brayton mechanical cooler used on HST NICMOS [47], combined with cooling loops, as the best candidate technology to fit these requirements. This crycooler offers the advantage of essentially zero vibrations, and it is staightforward to scale to larger sizes.
For the Si detector array at -30º C, assuming an internal power dissipation of 1 mW/chn at the detector temperature, the total heat lift requirements for the entire array are 253 W. The ISAL and IMDC teams identified the commercial Sunpower cryocoolers currently flying on the RHESSI mission [24] as a good match for this array.
BGO Shield. Two of the largest sources of background in an unshielded soft gamma-ray detector operating in low-earth orbit are albedo photons and secondary photons from interactions of ambient photons, leptons and hadrons in the spacecraft (S/C). For a zenith-pointing instrument, both of these background components can be significantly reduced by covering the bottom and sides of the detector with an active shield that provides enough stopping power for most gamma-rays to interact.
For this purpose, high-density, high-Z scintillators such as BGO are the material of choice. The optimum thickness for this shield has to be determined in a tradeoff study between (photon) stopping power on one hand and weight and neutron activation on the other hand; 3-4 cm appear a reasonable guess based on simulations and prior experience with INTEGRAL/SPI [41] .
A 4-cm BGO shield for ACT comprises ~ 1000 kg of BGO, a 3-cm shield ~ 750 kg. This is on the same order as the BGO shield of INTEGRAL/SPI (517 kg), with much less complexity in the required shapes of BGO crystals and consequently higher crystal light yields and less passive structural mass. We envision a redundant readout of each of 100-200 pieces of BGO with two separate PMTs or photodiodes with individually adjustable gains and thresholds for maximum adaptability of the system. The BGO must provide a prompt (< 0.5 µs) veto signal to the ACT trigger electronics whenever an interaction occurs above the trigger threshold of ~75 keV.
Anti-Coincidence Detector. In low earth orbit, the intensity of particle radiation is many orders of magnitude larger than the astrophysical gamma-ray flux. Thus, the anti-coincidence detector (ACD), which provides an electronic shield, is an integral part of the ACT telescope design. The ACD must provide a prompt (< 0.5 µs) veto signal to the ACT trigger electronics whenever a charged particle crosses the active volume of the telescope, and have a probability of missing a charged particle below 10 -6 . These requirements are similar to those of the GLAST ACD [26] , and a similar modular ACD design is envisioned for ACT.
Light from each of ~100 scintillator tiles will be collected by two independent sets of wavelength shifting fibers and viewed by two separate PMTs with individually adjustable gains and thresholds, providing two-fold readout redundancy as well as a high level of adaptability.
On-board Processing. In the baseline approach developed at the ISAL and IMDC runs, the ACT science instrument will require an internally-redundant science processor to perform data filtering before passing on the data to the main S/C computer, as well as two (redundant) digital signal processing (DSP) boards to perform real-time on-board analysis for transient events.
For data handling, the science processor will be performing simple event-level filtering to identify likely Compton events and package them for transfer to the main S/C computer. This filtering removes the large number of lowerenergy events in the instrument, though current estimates suggest that these photons would not overwhelm the telemetry stream. The ISAL and IMDC runs identified a PowerPC 750 processor as suitable to fulfill the ACT requirements.
The DSP will be performing a real-time analysis of transient events, with the goal of localizing gamma-ray bursts within a few seconds for rapid telemetry of coordinates to the ground. The IMDC study recommended that this processing should be implemented as a hardware or firmware function by addition of the DSPs to the science processor.
Instrument Parameters-Mass, Power, Size. We designed the optimized Si-Ge baseline instrument to conform to the ISAL and IMDC findings in terms of available lifting power, size constraints, and power requirements.
The Si-Ge instrument itself, including support structure and co-located electronics as well as the plastic anticoincidence, weighs 831 kg; the lower-level electronics boxes and cryocooler add another 142 kg. The 4-cm thick BGO shield consists of 1081 kg BGO and 29 kg support structure. The main instrument plus all electronics and support have a total mass of 1002 kg; including the 30% margin assumed at IMDC brings this to 1303 kg. For the BGO itself, no mass margin need be assumed since the material is well known. Thus the total instrument mass with contingency is 2384 kg. This baseline ACT requires 1830 W for instrument readout and cooling, plus high-level electronics, heaters, and LV power supplies (total 270 W according to ISAL) and BGO veto readout (~ 50 W) for an instrument total of 2150 Wwell within the 2500 W envelope (including margins) set at the IMDC. The instrument-including BGO and ACD shields-fits within a 150×150×35 cm 3 envelope, fitting the S/C bus and Delta IV shroud as studied at the IMDC.
The ISAL baselined ASICs with 1 mW/channel, feeling this was reasonable but pointing out these needed to be developed. ISAL recommended active over passive cooling to -30º C for the Si detectors. Additional areas of concern were the demands on telemetry (rough assumptions yielded 25000 evts/s resulting in 60 Mbit/s continuous telemetry stream) and power (with power driven by both cooling and the large number of channels), as well as the desire for a low-inclination orbit carrying a large lift penalty. All the ISAL areas of concern were addressed in the IMDC run, as presented in the Section 2.a. Data mode every event to ground
INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
Simulations of the optimized Si-Ge baseline instrument with BGO shield in a 550-km, 8° inclination orbit indicate sensitivities for a 3% broadened 847 keV line of 1.2×10 -6 ph cm -2 s -1 (10 6 s, on-axis)-enabling ACT to achieve its primary science goal of systematically studying 56 Co emission from SN Ia. In the process, ACT becomes a powerful instrument for all classes of γ-ray observations (Table 2) , including diffuse nuclear lines, compact objects, and GRBs. The simulations behind these results are discussed in more detail elsewhere [45] . Narrow-line sensitivity and angular resolution of the optimized S-Ge baseline instrument are presented here (Fig. 5) . 
MISSION OVERVIEW
The ACT mission consists of a single instrument composed of a large array of position-sensitive detectors, surrounded by anti-coincidence shields and mounted on a zenith-pointing spacecraft (S/C) (Fig. 6 ). From the mission perspective (Table 3) , ACT could be launched as early as 2015 from Kennedy Space Center (KSC) on a Delta IV 4240 vehicle. The Delta IV 4240 can deploy ACT into its baseline 550-km, 8º inclination circular orbit. A 5-year minimum (10-year desired) lifetime is required to meet the primary science goals of the mission. Launch later than 2015 may require a slightly higher orbit, depending on the phase of the solar cycle. ACT is a wide FoV instrument (25% of sky), surveying the entire sky by maintaining a zenith-pointed orientation and sweeping out the sky over the course of its orbit. Pointing attitude (±1º) and aspect (±1') are fairly relaxed. In normal operational mode, the detectors must be cooled while observations are conducted. A low-inclination orbit will allow the instrument to operate with a nearly 100% duty cycle while remaining out of the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) with its intense radiation. All photon data will be passed through a simple filtering routine in the science instrument processor to identify candidate events. For the selected events, energy, position, and timing data, together with instrument aspect data, will be packaged and stored in the S/C 100-Gbyte solid-state data recorder for telemetry to the ground. Data will be telemetered through TDRSS to White Sands and then transferred to the ACT Mission Operations and Distribution Center at the Goddard Space Flight Center for zero-level processing. The instrument data and required S/C data will be transferred to the Science Operations Center (SOC) located at the PI institution or GSFC. The SOC will make these data and analysis software available on-line to the investigator community after initial processing. Final archiving of the data and analysis software will be at the NASA High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC).
In addition, data are processed in real-time in the on-board science processor to detect and localize gamma-ray bursts and other transient events. Within tens of seconds, the transient's coordinates will be sent through a dedicated TDRSS SBand transmitter to the ground to enable prompt multi-wavelength observations.
The mass constraints on the mission come from the baseline launch vehicle, a Delta 4240 (4772 kg to 550km/8º orbit). An instrument of 2100 kg and 2500 W power requirement (contingency included) could be launched as part of a S/C with total (dry) mass 4062 kg, total power 3.34kW (both include margins), and TDRSS-supported Ku-band communications to achieve the ACT objectives. All S/C bus components were found to be TRL 7-9 for a launch in 2015.
(The mass and power envelopes for the Delta 4240 launcher and IMDC S/C were used to provide a design envelope for the different alternative ACT instrument designs considered as part of the ACT study.)
TECHNOLOGY RECOMMENDATIONS
During the course of the IMDC studies, it became clear to the team members that ACT, while a challenging mission, is not constrained by, or placing new requirements on, space mission architecture. All the mission technologies are either flight ready or soon forthcoming (TRL 7-9 for 2015 launch). The primary hurdles in the flight of ACT are in developing the enabling technologies for the science instrument itself. Even here, the prospects for ACT are encouraging because most of the technologies have been demonstrated either in flight or in the laboratory. The primary challenges arise from the scale of ACT. Technologies that have been demonstrated and/or flown for smaller instruments create challenges for ACT in terms of dead time, power, complexity, reliability, telemetry, backgrounds, and ultimately sensitivity.
The primary recommendations for ACT enabling technologies (more details in Ref. [48] ), in support of the primary SNe Ia science goals, are:
In addition, to validate the performance of the ACT baseline instrument, we recommend that a subscale prototype, incorporating the primary flight technologies in the flight configuration, be flown on a high altitude balloon flight for verification of both the instrument technologies and the simulation tools in a space environment.
SUMMARY
The Advanced Compton Telescope (ACT) will be a powerful new survey instrument for studying supernovae, Galactic nucleosynthesis, GRBs, compact objects, and fundamental physics. The ACT instrument design is driven by its primary science goal: spectroscopy of the 56 Co (0.847 MeV) line from SNe Ia, which we expect to be broadened to ~3%. During the course of this study, we achieved a baseline instrument and mission design which will allow ACT to achieve its primary science goals, with a launch as soon as 2015. ACT will allow hundreds of SNe Ia detections over its primary 5-year survey lifetime. In the process, ACT becomes a powerful all-sky observatory for all classes of γ-ray observations.
